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We present a phenomenological review of the weak hadronic decay processes Kp, 2m and K—l3m,

primarily the CP-conserving transitions. We have paid particular attention to consistency between

different experimental measurements of the same quantity. We have performed a least-squares analysis of
the data to determine transition amplitudes to various final states, and the dependence on final-state

energy variables. Tests of isotopic spin selection rules have been made by applying various constraints to
the least-squares analysis. Amplitudes for pure isotopic spin transitions to specific final states are
presented. Current algebra predictions are remarkably well satisfied for the pure AI = 1/2 amplitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, a considerable amount of
experimental work has been devoted to studies of K
meson decay processes. Much of this is relevant to the
purely hadronic processes K-2a and K- 3v. Almost
every conceivable type of measurement has been at-
tempted, some often repeated. Now a new spectro-
scopy, with a new set of decay modes and selection
rules, is upon us, and is likely to absorb our attention
in the coming decades. Before K meson decays become
an archaic study and fade from memory, it seems use-
ful to attempt a critical review of the experimental and
phenomenolog ical situation.

Much of the crucial labor in a study like this one has
already been done by the Particle Data Group (PDG,
1976). They have assembled a comprehensive list of
experimental results with careful attention given to

"Present. address: Physics Department, California I»stitute of
Technology, Pasadena, California 91125.

selecting directly measured quantities. Further, they
have adopted a consistent set of variables for the final-
state energy spectra. When necessary, they have
transformed the originally published data to conform
to these variables. As a starting point for this review,
we have adopted their variables virtually unchanged,
and their data set with the additions, deletions, and
substitutions discus sed below.

Our major concern is with the weak hadronic decays,
K-2n and K-3n. We consider the transition rates, the
branching ratios, and the energy dependence in the
Dalitz plots. Strong experimental constraints on the
hadronic transition rates can be derived from the life-
times (total rates) and the leptonic and semileptonic
rates. Therefore those processes have been included
in our analysis. The minor modes (branching fraction
&10 ') have been summed from the PDG values. We
account for Ko~-2m explicitly. as the largest of the min-
or modes, but otherwise CI' conservation is assumed.
Also, we make no distinction between charge conjugate
processes.

Our goals are as follows: To perform a general
least-squares analysis on all the data relevant to these
decay modes, parametrized in terms of transitions am-
plitudes with appropriate energy dependence. To ex-
amine the experimental results for consistency and,
where inconsistencies exist, to search for the cause
and to test the stability of the fitted solutions against
deletion of various pieces of data. To test isotopic spin
selection rules. To determine the minimal parameter
set required to describe the data adequately, and es-
pecially, to test the need for quadratic terms in the en-
ergy dependence of the K- 3n transition amplitudes.
And, finally, to comment on the usefulness of further
experimental studies in this area.

II. AMPLITUDES AND OBSERVABLES OF HADRONIC

K DECAYS

A. K~ 2m

There are three distinct two-pion decay modes for the
K meson, K'- r'~, K, —m'n, an.d K, - m'n'. Be-
cause of Bose statistics and angular momentum conser-
vation, the final states can occur only with I =0 or I =2.
Four parameters are needed to describe all the physical
observables (see Appendix A). They are three ampli-
tudes: a, ~„a,@, and a, ~„and, — „ the phases differ-
ence between the j =2 and I=0 s-wave nm states. The
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subscript on the amplitudes represents the change in
isotopic spin between initial and final states.

Four distinct three-pion decay modes exist for the
K meson. They are K '- z'rr'z', K'-non'g', A'

xo, and AI - n'n'n'. The amplitudes are expanded
in terms of the final-state energy variables X and &,
where

Y' = (s, —s,)/ m2. and X = (s, —s, )/m2 . .

which are similar, but. not identica1. , to the Dalitz vari-
ables. The Lorentz invariants are

s~ =(+a pg) o =Z

Here P, and/, are four-vectors for the K and the ith
pion with index 3 referring to the odd pion. If we adopt
a series expansion of the amplitudes in terms of A and
&, the number of parameters is unlimited. In practice,
we feel that the available experimental data do not justify
expansion beyond a small quadratic term. Further, the
processes seem dominated by a D 1=1/2 transition to the
I =1 final state. Only this amplitude will be expanded to
second order. As we shall see, the fits show no evidence for
J =3 in the final state. Therefore we retain only the con-
stant term in the corresponding amplitude. All remain-
ing transition amplitudes will be eut off at the linear
term. (In principle, there is no linear term in the I =3
amplitude, and no constant term in the / =2 amplitude. )
The parameters required are m», m», m», m37 'Q

Appendix A). Eight of the parameters have two sub-
scripts; the first indicates the isospin of the final state
and the second is twice the change in isospin between in-
itial and final states. The parameters m are the con-
stants in the expansion. The parameters a' are coeffici-
ents of the terms linear in &. The parameters &' and
c' are coefficients of the symmetric and mixed-sym-
metry quadratic terms, (&'+K2/3) and {I"-X'/3), re-
spectively. Finally, &„-&„&,-&„and &,-&, are the
phase differences between the s-wave three-pion states,
where the subscripts 1, M, 2, and 3 indicate the iso-
spin eigenstates: symmetric I =1, mixed symmetry X =1,
I=2 and I =3, respectively. The relationships between
these parameters and the physical observables are given
in Appendix A.

Two Ko - 3m modes should exist, but have not yet been
observed. The best experimental upper limits are:
(Ko —r'z a')/(Ko~ —w'z rP) &0.12 (Metcalf et al. , 1972)
and (Ko —Sm )/(Ko~- Smo) & 0.28 (Gjesdal et a/. , 1974).
Both branching ratios are expected to be of order 10 ',
dominated by CP-violating transitions. We shall not in-
clude these two modes in our study.

III. DATA AND PARAMETERS

Sixty-six measurable quantities were considered in
the fitting program (Appendix B). They are listed in
Table I. Experimental measurements of fifty of these
(1-3, 10-24, 26-33, 36-43, 47-50, 52-55, 57, 58,

60—63, 65, 66) are available and were used as input
data for the fits. The values of all sixty-six were
computed from the fits.

Twenty-seven parameters were used in the fitting
functions. They are listed in Table II. (We shall see
in Sec. IV that not all these parameters are needed to
describe the data. ) In some cases, e.g. , leptonic and
semileptonic decay rates, the parameter selected was
one of the physically measurable quantities. Since our
primary interest here is in CP-allowed hadronic de-
cays, we avoided more detailed parametrization of
other processes.

A. Overall selection of data

In selecting data for this study, we have followed the
guidance of the PDG (1976) wherever possible. The
measurements consisted of 186 pieces of data from 126
published experimental papers. Most of these are
listed in PDG 1976. Recent results not included in that
review are:

(1) Aronson et al. (1976), K, mean lifetime,
(2) Bertrand et al. (1976), energy dependence for

K —Vono ~',
(3) Everhart et al. (1976), the ratio (Ko —m'rr )/

(K,'-2~'),
(4) Rey et al. (1976), the ratio (K2O-2v')/(Ko -2'),

(This includes measurements from Cence et a/. , 1969.
The earlier paper was deleted from our analysis. )

(5) Weissenberg «al. (1976), ratios of leptonic and

semileptonic partial widths for A .
(6) Cho et al. (1977), the ratio (K~- g+g no)/(K~~

—charged), and energy dependence for Ko~ —m'a go.

(7) Peach et al. (1977), Energy dependence for Ko~

Some aspects of the data selection which required
special attention are discussed in the following sec-
tions.

B. K, lifetime

Before 19'72 the PDG value for the K', mean life was
(0.862 +0.006) X10 'o sec. Then three high-precision
experiments [Skjeggestad «a&. (1972), Geweniger
et al. (1974), and Carithers et al. (1975) ] found values
compatible with each other which averaged to (0.8930
+0.0023)X10 '0 sec. The origin of the difference is
not known. Since the new'er experiments are thought
to be superior, the PDQ has chosen. to average them
separately from the older experiments. They quote the
newer value in the Stable Particle Table. We have fol-
lowed this approach, discarding the pre-1972 measure-
ments. We have added the new measurement of Aron-
son et al. (1976).

C. Energy dependence in three-pion final states

The PDG listings give the linear term, g, for the
final-state energy spectrum of the processes K'

K'-moym and Ao~- r m zo for all experi
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TABLE I. Measurable quantities and results of fits with AI ~
~ constraint.

Measurable quantity
PDG

Symbol Fit LF3A c
Fit QF3A c

(where different)

18

19

20

25

30

32

39

40

K' Quantities

7.» K» Lifetime

I'»~2 Bate K» —p»v

I"~~ Bate K+—m*m»7r'

l"pp» Bate K+ x m' m»

F»p Bate K» —x»vrP

I'»3 Rate K» —xPp»v

Bate K» —xPe»v83

I'~MM Bate K» —Minor modes

Ratio I 2/ I
Ratio I'»p/ F t

Ratio r~pr t

Ratio r,ogr t«~
Ratio r ~Qr~q«@

Batio r;Prfot~
Ratio (I »p+ I'„3)/I" tot~

atlo I ~~/I tot&

Ratio I »p/I'»»~

Ratio I'pp»/I'~~

Batio r~Pr~~~
Ratio I' 3/I'» ~

Ratio I'~»3/(I'»p+ I'~ 2)

Ratio I'»p/I'»
2

aatio r;pr;,
Batio r ~~Jr~~~

Ratio I' 2/I'»»~

Batio r~pr~3
g»»~ Coefficient of 'F for K» —x» vr» g+

h»»~ Coefficient of F2 for K» —g» fr» g~

k» ~ Coefficient of X2 for K»- m» m» x~

gpp» Coefficient of F for K+

happ» Coefficient of F for K+—g gp jr»

App» Coefficient of X for K» —n mPx»

K&Quantities

q-z K~ Lifetime

I .' Bate K,-~ ~-

rg, aatez, -~'~'
Ratio r a /rp«~
Batio I.pp/I t~„

Batio I', /I'pp

K& Quantities

v. L, Kz Lifetime

I I- Bate K —~PrPgP
ppp

I'+
p Bate KI, 7r+WxP

FL Bate K~-~ev
1 ~g Bate Kg l'pv

I'1.- Bate K~- ~+a

Bl

R3

R4

B6

B7

B17
818

B20

B29
GT+

GTP

Bl
R2

10 8 sec
106 sec ~

10 sec

10 sec
j 06 sec-1

106 sec '

106 sec '

106 sec ~

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

10 'P sec

10 sec
10~P sec ~

None

None

None

10 8 sec
10' sec-'
106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

10 sec

1.2373 + 0.0013

51.03

4.52

+ 0.13

0.02

1.335 + 0.006

16.90 + 0.11

0.550 + 0.013

0.076 + 0.004"

0.8923 + 0.0022

0.770 + 0.003

0.351 + 0.002

0.687 + 0.002

0.313 + 0.002

2.19 + 0-.02

5.18 + 0.04

3.85 + 0.04

2.41 + 0.03

7.48 + 0.10

5.23 + 0.08

0.0394 + 0.0011

2.59 + 0.04

3.90 ~ 0.04

0.536 ~

0.6317 + 0.0015

0.2090 + 0.0013

0.0560 + 0.0003

0.01651 + 0.00008

0.0320 + 0.0005

0.0482 + 0.0005

0.2410 + 0.0013

0.00664 ~

3.74 + 0.03

0.2952 + 0.0001

0.572 + 0.009

0.862 + 0.009

0.0574 + 0.0006

0.331 + 0.003

0.0764 + 0.0009

0.0506 + 0.0009

11.29 + 0.07

0.663 + 0.010

-0.2106 + 0.0023

0.01109+0.00024"

—0.2128 +0.0023

0.0177 +0.0025

-0.0071 +0.0009

0.603 +0.023

0.056 +0.008

0.0067 +0.0012

5.19 +0.04

3.82 +0.04

2.42 6 0.03

7.50 + 0.10
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TABLE I. (Continued)

Measurable quantity
PDG

Symbol Fit LFBAc
Fit QF3A

(where different)

47

50

60

65

r ~pp Bate K~-gPgP

I,MM BRte Kg Minor modes

r+cH Rate Kl —Charged modes

r z,zp T Hate Kl, —LePtonic modes

Batio I p()/ I
BRtlo I + p/I CH

Batio 1 „Jr+en
aetio r ~Jr~«
Ratio r &3/r z EpT

Ratio r, /r «
Ratio r+~pr+3

Ratio I happ/rstotg

Ratio r~ppp/r+ p

BRtio r pp/r opp

Ratio r ~ /r +&

Ratio I +MM/r+t t@

g, p Coefficient of Y for Kz

fz, p Coefficient of Y2 for KJ —vr'm x

k, p Coefficient of X2 for Kz —g'~ x

Qpp() = 3kppp Coefficient of (Y2+X /3) Kg

Additional Quantities

o r~s/rts, ~

R2

R9

R10

B17

R19

R20

GTO

106 sec '

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

3.06 sec '

None

None

None

None

None

10"3

None

10"3

None

10 3

10 3

None

None

None

None

None

10 3

0.017 + 0.002

0.2615 ~

12.7
0.1

+ 0.1

0.0020

0.254 + 0.003

0.159 + 0.002

0.345 + 0.005

0.494 + 0.005

0.589 + 0.006

2.60 + 0.07

0.699 + 0.016

0.87 + 0.11

1.599 + 0.002

+ 0.6
3.10 + 0.08

0.0136 ~

0.627 + 0.005

0.098 6 0.002 "

0.251 + 0.003

0.697 + 0.016

1.579 + 0.003

0.677 + 0.008

0.075 + 0.005

0.0076 + 0.0014

-0.0083 + 0.0024

62—
leap PhRse difference s-wave 7I-'F stRtes Radians —0.79 + 0.08

Fixed at this value because of fixed parameter (see text Sec. IV).
"The quadratic term arises from the square of the linear term in the amplitude, h=g /4.
Uncertainities are those which emerge from the fit. No scale factors have been applied as is the ease in PDG, 1976. See text,

Appendix B.

ments. We have excluded from our analysis those with
less than one thousand events. The number of mea-
surements is large en, ough that a few deviant results do
not affect the fitted parameters significantly. There-
fore we have not excluded any further experiments from
the linear fits.

Although the quadratic energy dependence is discussed
in PDG, 1976, a comprehensive listing of the experi-
mental results is not given. We have considered data
from the following experiments: K —n'm'n' Mast et al. ,
1969; Ford et al. , 1972; Hoffmaster et al. , 1972. K
—n aon' Davison. et al. , 1969; Aubert et al. , 1972;
Sheaff, 1975; Smith et al. , 1975; Bertrand et al. ,
1976. K~ n'm m' Hopkins et al. , 1967; Basile et al. ,
1968; Albrow et al. , 1970; Smith et al. , 1970; Bisi and
Ferrero, 1974; Messner, 19'74; Messner et al. , 1974;
Slone, 1974; Buchanan et al. , 1975; Cho et al. , 1977;
Peach et al. , 19VV. For Ford et at. , (1972), we used
the combined K+ and E result. Some experimenters
performed separate linear and quadratic fits to their
data. Our analysis does the same thing, and the ap-
propriate fits from the original papers have been used

in each case.
The number of measurements of quadratic terms is

fairly small, and the experiments are vulnerable to
systematic errors. This is particularly true of K~
—n'n no. (See the discussion in Peach et al. , 197V.)
The fits of Basile et al. (1968) to g and lz for Ko~- n''ii ii'
were deleted from our analysis. The linear term g is
in substantial disagreement with a number of newer and
more precise experiments, and we doubt the reliability
of the quadratic term. There is substantial disagree-
ment about the value of 5, 0 measured in the three most
precise experiments, Albrow et al. (19VO), Bisi and Fer-
rero (1974), and Messner (1974). This last paper in-
cluded radiative corrections while the others did n.ot.
The reported semileptonic backgrounds were 17%%up, 0.5%,
and 9%, respectively. We have tried a number of fits
to data sets with and without various specific experi-
ments. This will be discussed at length in. Sec. ~.&-
We find the data of Messner (1974) to be more consistent
with the overall fit than the other two experiments. We
have excluded the data, of Albrow et al. (19VO} and Bisi
and Ferrero (1974) from the quadratic fits.
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TABLE II. Fitted parameters. ~

Parameter Units Fit LF7A Fit LF3A Fit QF3A

I eP toni c and se mil eP toni c rates

I ~i (K+~,
—we v)

p ~~3 (KID 7rp v)

Z 3(Z' —7rev)

r „'3{K'-7rpv)

I tt2(+ P &)

K 37r Amplitudes (see Appendix A)

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec"~

10' sec-'

7.41 + 0.11

5.22 + 0.08

3.90 + 0.04

2.58 + 0.04

51.02 + 0.13

7.48 + 0.10

5.23 6 0.08

3.90 + 0.04

2.59 + 0.04

51.06 + 0.13

7.51 + 0.10

5.22 + 0.09

3.91 + 0.04

2.59 + 0.04

51.03 + 0.13

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

m~~ {Constant term)
m~3 (Constant term)
m35 (Constant term)
m37 (Constant term)
a'j~ (Linear term)
a'j,3 (Linear term)
a23 {Linear term)
a25 {Linear term}
b' (Quadratic terxn)
c' (Quadratic term)

Phase-shift di fferences

10 8

10 8

10-8

10-8
108
10-8

10 8

8

10-'
$ 0-8

91.75
3.42

—0.86
—0.08
24.30
—0.99

3.36
0
0
0

+ 0.29
+ 0.24

0.32
+ 0.28
+ 0.26
+ 0.15

0.37

91.25
3.51
0
0

24.15
—1.14

3.06
0
0
0

+ 0.21
+ 0.17

+ 0.24
+ 0.15
+ 0;33

91.46
3.57
0
0

25.83
—1.24

4.35
0

-0.37
-1.25

+ 0.24
+ 0.18

+ 0.41
0.24

+ 0.62

+ 0.11
+ 0.12

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

25

n„(3&)
|53)(37r)

a, (2&)

K 2' Amplitudes (see Appendix A)

CP-violating rates
r~ (~OL,-~ ~-)

100(Z~— ' ')

Remaining minor modes

p~MM(E ~ minor modes)

p ~MM(ZO~ —minor modes)
s M(Ãs minor modes)

Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians

keV
keV
keV

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec ~

106 sec i

0
0
0
0.79 + 0.09

0.4687 + 0.0006
0.0210+ 0.0001
0

0.0391+ 0.0011

0,0174 + 0.0023

0.536

0.262

22.40

0
0
0

—0.79 + 0.08

0.4687 + 0.0006
0.02 10+ 0.0001
0

0.0394 + 0.0011

0.0168+ 0.0023

0.536

0.262

22.40

0
0
0

—0.79 ~ 0.08

0.4687 + 0.0006
0.0210 + 0.0001
0

0.0395 + 0.0011

0.0l67 + 0.0022

0.536

0.262

22.40

~Parameters with no quoted uncertainties were fixed at the values given in the table during the fitting procedure.

D. Two-pion and three-pion phase shifts

The Particle Data Group (1976) does not list the S-
wave nm phase-shift differences between the I=2 and
I =0 final states &, —&0. We have used as input data for
our analysis the value &, —&0 =(—41.4' +8.1 ) which is
a weighted average of results from Baton et al. (1970),
Baubillier et al. (1972), Cohen et at. (1973), Colton et al.
(1971), Grayer et al. (1973), Katz et al. (1969), l,osty
et al. (1974), Maratek et al. (1968), Morgan and Pisd't
(1970), Protopopescu et al. (1972), Sander et al. (1972),
Skuja (1972), Sonderegger and Bonamy (1969), Villet
et al. (1973), and Walker et al. (1967).

No corresponding results are available for
&, —&, and &, —&, in the 3m final state. The K- 3~ data
are not sufficient to constrain these parameters. (See
Sec. III.G.) Therefore we have fixed the values of &„—&„
&, —&„and &, —&, at zero.

E. Correlations

A number of experiments quote values for several
numbers of interest from the same experimental data. '

For example, Chiang et al. (1972) quote seven branching
fractions from a large sample of K' decays. Statistical
and possible systematic correlations exist among such
results. Whenever the original reference provides the
correlation matrix, we have used it. In cases where it
was not quoted, we have attempted to determine it,
either from inquiries to the experimenters, from evi-
dence within the paper, or from comparison with simi-
lar experiments. Our fits with and without correlations
establish that the results are insensitive to the correla-
tion terms. Therefore we have not exerted extraordi-
nary efforts to determine them precisely.

The correlation matrix becomes singular in cases
where experimenters have used the constraint that mea-
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sured branching fractions must sum to 1.00. This diffi-
culty is eliminated by deleting one of the branching frac-
tions and the appropriate row and column of the matrix
from the input data set. No information is lost because
the fitting program has the same constraints built in.
The choice of which branching fraction to eliminate is
arbitrary. We selected (K"- p, 'v)/(K'-ALL) and (Ko~

p &)/(Kr, -ALL CHARGED) in cases where the
problem arose.

cA 20—

Q)

p7) 15—
C3
CD

FIT LFZA
DATA SFT LD

F. Input data sets

Several data sets were used as inputs to the fitting
program. Data set I D included experimental measure-
ments of lifetimes, decay rates, branching ratios, n n

phase-shift differences, and linear energy dependence in
37t. final states. Only linear fits were included in this
set. We did not include linear terms from quadratic
fits. The second data set, QD, was like LD except that
all linear results were deleted, and we added the results
of quadratic fits by experimenters. In order to study
some inconsistencies in quadratic terms, we formed
several additional data sets, QDA, QDB, QDC, and
QDD, the characteristics of which are discussed in Sec.
IV.

G. Parameter sets

The fitting program provided fac ilities for fixing any
parameter at a spec if ied value. We defined a number
of parameter sets to test various hypotheses. Their
characteristics, along with results, will be tabulated in
Sec. IV. For example, the AI =1/2 rule can be tested
by setting to zero all amplitudes and associated phases
which violate this rule, as is done in parameter sets
LF1 and QF1. The notation is coded so that LF (QF)
stands for linear (quadratic) fitting function for the
K- 3n energy spectra. The number, & = 1, 3, 5, or 7,
stands for a b, l~n/2 selection rule. Other sets used
for specific purposes are displayed in the table.

Some of the parameters are redundant. This is ob-
vious in the case of the slope parameters for K- 3n.
Three experimental measurements are available to con-
strain six parameters: a,'„a,'3p Q23y Q25p pf ]y and

When a fit is attempted in which more than.

three of these parameters are allowed to vary, patholo-
gies develop in the matrix of second derivatives of g'
(or its inverse, the variance matrix}, and the fitting
program, understandably, has convergence problems.
Another less obvious example is the set a, y, and a5~, .
Since &, —&, is not precisely known, the fit is poorly
constrained and has difficulties.

Another feature is that of quadratic ambiguities. For
example, solutions exist with b, l =3/2 terms dominant
and 21 =1/2 terms small. We have chosen to ignore
such solutions.

IV. RESULTS

A. Consistency of input data

For each piece of input data y, we examined the con-
tribution to g', y'; =(g; —F;)'/o', We have plotted this
information in terms of the distribution of P(g, ) in Fig.

4.

I l I

0.2 04 0.6 0.8 I.O

P(X )
FIG. 1. The distribution of P(g;~) for 166 measurements in
linear data set LD, fit with parameter set I FSA. In each case,
x;2=

I F; —E; I~/of is the square of the deviation of the mea-
surement Y; from the fitted value E; in units of the reported
standard deviation o;. The dashed line is the distribution ex-
pected if the errors are Gaussian.

'

1 for fit I F34 to data set I.D. The observed distribu-
tion is close to the expected distribution. The lowest
bin has an excess of about eight data points out of 166
in the whole histogram. The experiments with very
low P(y&'-) are scattered throughout the data, showing
no concentration on a particular type of measurement.
We have tried excluding these experiments and have ob-
served no significant change in. the fitted parameters. We
have al'so tried excluding all experiments reported prior to
1970. The. value of g'/DF =96.6/56 =1.72 is higher be-
cause of smaller uncertainties on the more recent mea.
surements, but the resulting parameters are not signi-
ficantly different from the fit with all the data.

When the same procedures were carried out for fit
QF3A to data set QD, the situation w'as somewhat dif-
ferent. The overall distribution of P(g,") is similar to
that in Fig. 1, but, as mentioned in Sec.IQ.C, there is
a concentration of large deviations in measurements of
Pg. o, the coefficient of W' in the reaction K~ n'w m .
The three most precise measurements, Albrow et al.
(1970), Bisi and Ferrero (1974), and Messner (1974),
contribute a combined total of V3 to g . Figure 2 dis-
plays g.ll the measurements of this quantity. While Al-
brow et al. (1970) and Bisi and Ferrero (1974), are in
agreement, they are clearly inconsistent with Messner
(1974). The other, less precise, measurements tend to
favor Messner (1974}. The values of the quadratic co-
efficients are also influenced by the K' decay modes
through our assumption of b, l =1/2 for those terms.

In order to study the inconsistencies, we tried a num-
ber of different input data sets, QDA, QDB, QDC, and
QDD. When data on the K'- n's'v' energy dependence
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&OI=I aOA

uo uoc
Peach —77

Cho —77

Buchanan —75

et al. (1970) and Bisi and Ferrero (1974) with the K'-Sm
data, the b.I =3/2 term would have to be larger than the
AI =1/2 term. While such an explanation cannot be ex-
cluded, we regard it as unlikely.

B. isotopic spin selection rules

I ~ I

I

—004 0
I I l l l l I I

0.04 0.08 O.I2 O.I6

+-0

Messner -74
Slone —74

Bi si —74

Smith —70

Albrow —70

Mopkins —67

FIG. 2. Measurements of h, &, the coefficient of F~ in
KI ~'7(-7r . The vertical lines are the values resulting from
fits to various data sets described in the text and in Table III.
QD contains all the data. QDA excludes all Kz, —vr'7t ~ spec-
trum measurements. QDB does the same for K' 7i.~vr'7r'.
QDC excludes only Albrow et al. (1970) and Bisi and Ferrero
(1974}. QDD excludes all the KL, 7i.+7i. 7i. spectrum measure-
ments except those two. QDC eras the data set finally adopted
for use in this study.

was entirely excluded (data set QDB), there was
li,ttle improvement in g'. When the correspond-
ing data for Ko~- n'v nP was excluded instead (data set
QDA), )P improved more significantly, and the fitted
coefficient was consistent with the results of Messner,
1974. Data set QDC, with only Albrow et al. (1970) and
Bisi and Ferrero (1974) excluded, shows the most
dramatic improvement. Table III shows the changes in
g' and Fig. 2 shows the values of h, resulting from the
various fits used to study this problem. The final quad-
ratic data set adopted for further studies was QDC.

It might be argued that the addition of a AI =3/2 con-
tribution to the quadratic term in the amplitude could
change the conclusion drawn above. However, it should
be noted from the results of the linear fits in Table I,
that the dominant contribution to the &' dependence
comes from the square of the linear term, and relative-
ly little comes from the b,I =1/2 quadratic term in the
amplitude. In order to reconcile the results of Albrow

Table IV lists the values of y'/DF for data set LD with
various parameter sets designed to test isotopic spin
selection rules. The procedure consisted in adding each
successive parameter to the list varied by the program,
and examining the change in g'. Large improvements
were observed for every amplitude with BI=3/2. Allow-
ing m» to vary resulted in a small improvement in g',
but at a level easily ascribed to systematic errors. The
remaining parameters produced no improvements in g'.
A similar study was made with the quadratic data set,
QDC, with very similar results and identical conclus-
ions.

The results of this procedure are consistent with the
five tests performed in Appendix I of PDG, 1976.

C. Linear fits

The fitted parameter sets LF3A and LF7A are given
in Table II. The various functions computed from the
parameters of LF3A are given in Table I. The set LF7A
is shown only to indicate the level at which &I =5/2, 7/2
contributions are excluded. The amplitudes m35 ~37,
and a, ~, are consistent with zero at a level of 1%' of the
leading term in both K-2m and K-3n. The linear term,
a,'„ is redundant with a,'3 and it has been set to zero.

D. Quadratic fits

The parameters of the quadratic fit, QFSA, to the data
set QDC are shown in Table II. The various functions
computed from the parameters are given in Table I.
With the exception of the K-3n energy spectra, the re-
sults differ little from the linear fit.

Most of the ~ term in the spectrum can be explained
by the square of the linear term in the amplitude. This
can be seen by comparing the various values for h», in
Table I. However, Ford et al (1972) and .Messner
(1974) report the presence of Ã' terms in the spectrum
with four to five standard deviation significance. In our
formulation, with the final state interaction phases con-

TABLE ID. Study of inconsistencies in measurements of K 3~ energy dependence.

Dataa
set

QD

QDA

QDB

QDC

QDD

Characteristics

Experimental data as discussed in
See. III. All quadratic fits to
K 3~ energy dependence included

Delete all meaSurementS Of 7r'~-7ro

energy dependence
Delete all measurements of 7t'7r~7t~

ener'gy dependence
Delete Albrow et al. (1970)

and Bisi and Ferrero {1974)
Delete all ~~no energy dependence

excePt Albrow et al. (1970) and
Bisi and Ferrero (1974)

X2/DF

324.87/1 69

214.89/149

302.34/160

245.54/105

242.74/153

Compared
with

QD

QD

QD

&y~/ADF

109.98/20 = 5.5

22.53/9= 2.5

79.33/4 = 19.8

82.13/16 = 5.1

~The parameter set used for these studies eras QF3A.
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TABLE IV. Tests of isotopic spin selection rules with data set LD.

Parameter
set

Compared
with

Selection ruleK- B~ Parameters allowed to vary~ and comments

LFBEb

LFBD

LFBA

LF5A"

LF5B

20 104/159

l 408/158

628/157

322/156

303/156

240.6/155

233.1/154

233.1/154

18 696

780

306

5

LFBE

LFBE

LF3C

LFBA

LF5A

I= 1
2

AI& 3
2

AI& 3
2

AI~& 3
2

&I& 3
2

5I& 3
2

AI& 3
2

AI& 3
2

1
2

2

AI& 3
2

AI& 3
2

QI& 3
2

AI» 3
2

5

5

A11 consistent with AI= ~
2

LF1+ a3&2 Test for EI= & in K—271

LF13 + no&3 Test for 4I= &3 in I= 1 amplitude

LFBE+a&3 Test for AI=& in I=1 slope

LFBE+a23 Test for 4=
&

in I=2 slope

LFBE + a&3 + a&3 Test for 4I= —in both slopes
2

LFBA+ rn35 Test for ~I= —in I=3 amplitude
2

LF5A+a&5 Test for 4I= 5 in I=2 slope
2

Pathological fit. a~5 and a&3 redundant

LF5D

I„F7Ab

233.1/154

232.7/153

233.1/153

0.4
0.02

LF5A

LF5A

LF5A

EI& 3
2

None

AI& 3
2

None

LF5A+ a2& —a&3 confirms above

LF5A+a5/& Test for &I= —in K 27t
2

LF5A+ m37 Test for AI= ~ in I= 3 amplitude
2

~We have fixed 6~-6& ——62 —6& ——&3 —&&
——0 for all these fits. The two-pion phase shift, 6& —(5o was allowed to vary, con-

strained by independent data.
In several cases, quadratic ambiguities exist. We have ignored solutions with nz&3» m&&, a5~2»a3/z, and m3&» m35.

stant, this requires quadratic terms in the amplitude.
In order to test the need for &' and c', we tried fitting

the quadratic data set with the combinations shown in
Table V. It is clear that c' is needed. The change in
the fit resulting from the ~' term is smaller, and may
not be significant. We have chosen to allow it to vary
in the results presented in Tables I and II.

E. Results: K~2m

The fitted and fixed parameters for K-2m amplitudes
are listed as items 19—22 in Table II. These can be
combined to form the transitions among various physical
charge states according to the equations in Appendix A. -

The dominant term is the AI = —,
' amplitude a, ~, =(0.4687

+0.0006) keV. There is a small but significant AX =3/2
contribution, a, ~, = (0.021 a 0.0001) keV. The phase-
shift difference is (6, —6,) =(—0.79+0.08) radians, de-
termined largely by hadron scattering results (see Sec.
III.D). The bI =5/2 amplitude is not well determined be-
cause of the uncertainty in &, —&o. We have assumed

amplitudes for K —3 n in the pure is ospin trans itions
(Table VI). The results from fit LF3A are:

f', =f,'~ +f3~= (91.25+24.15 &)x10 ' (I =1, b. X =1/2)

(4.1a)

f,"=f,"g +f,"y ——(3.51 —1.14 Y)x 10 ' (I = 1, b.I = 3/2)

(4.1b)

g,"=(3.06 Y') xlO ' (I =2, Al =3/2) (4.1c)

1 25 (Y'+X'/3)tx10-' (I =1, &I =1/2)

f,"=(3.57 —1.24 &)x10 ' (X =1, &I =3/2)

g3' = (4.35 1 ) x10 8
( I = 2, AI = 3/2)

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.2c)

With quadratic terms included, the amplitudes for the
A —3 n transitions become:

f,' =[91.46+25.83 Y —0.37 (&'+X'/3)

F. Results: K~3m
The fitted and fixed parameters for the K-3v ampli-

tudes are listed as items 6—18 in Table II. These can be
combined to form the transition amplitudes among var-
ious physical charge states according to the equations in
the text'of Appendix A, and in. Tables VII and VIII.

It is useful to write down the explicit energy-dependent

G. Soft-pion calculations

A valuable set of constraints among the parameters
of this study can be obtained from current algebra re-
lations betwee~ K-2n and K-3n decay modes. (For
more detailed discussions see, for example, Callan
and Treiman, 1966; Hara and Nambu, 1966; Treiman
et al. , 1972; Marshak et a/. , 1969. Figure 3 illustrates

TABLE &. Tests for quadratic energy dependence in K 37t with data set QDC.

Parameter
set

QFBL
QFBQP
QFBQM
QFBA

341,88/167
338.16/166
253.72/166
245.54/1 65

3.72
88.16
8.18

Compared
with Parameters allowed to vary

Identical to LF3A, b'= c'= 0
QFBL+ b'

QFBL+ e'
QFBL+ b' + e'
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FIG. 3. A Dalitz plat for K—Sm showing the three possible
soft-pion extrapolations to K—2~ processes.

the kinematic quantities involved. The Dalitz plot for
the three-pion system is shown in the center. If all
components of the four-momentum of one of the pions
are set to zero, then s; =0 and m,- =0. This can be done
for any of the three pions, and the X-& values for this
are shown in the figure. If the amplitude for the three-
pion decay is analytically continued outside the bound-
aries of the Dalitz plot, then it can be related to the
two-pion amplitude. %hen a charged pion is taken off
shell, the resulting two-pion process is unphysical. De-
pending on the details of the current commutation rela-
tions, it can then be argued that the amplitude should be
zero or related to a physical two-pion process through
isospin considerations. Gff -mass-shell corrections are
expected to be small.

The relationship involves the pion decay constant f„,
which can be determined from n'- p'v to be f, =135
MeV. It can also be calculated from the Goldberger-
Treiman relation (Goldberger and Treiman, 1958) to be
f, =122 MeV. Some authors define f„differently, a
factor of 2' ~ smaller than the convention we use here.

A convenient example is the process E'- n+n''m . Un-
der the assumption that the &I=1/2 rule is true, we should
observe

A„(X„1;)=A. /(2'~'f ),
a., pc„r,)=o.

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

These are plotted in Fig. 4. The agreement is very
crude and rather disappointing. If the results of the
quadratic fit, QF3A, are used, the picture changes, but
the overall agreement is at least as bad as the linear
case.

Several authors {for example, Bouchiat and Meyer,

The experimental results can be represented by the re-
lationships of Appendix A with the parameters of Table
II. For the linear fits, this yields

= (189.52 —19.95 Y)x10 8

LA.. I
=0.3913x10 ' MeV.
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FIG. 4. A plot to the Y dependence ginear fit) of K' —~'7r'71. -
with extrapolations to the soft-pion limits. According to the
current algebra predictions, assuming ~I= &, the amplitude
should extrapolate to zero at Y= Y3, and to values calculated
from Eq. (4.ga) at Y= Y, = Y,. The latter is shown for twa
different values of f,.

( Xp,Yp)

I

I

I

I

l~ I i

—2

1967; Holstein, 1969) have refined this comparison by
including bf =3/2 effects.

Our objectives are better served by considering the
amplitude, f,' of Zemach (1964) (see Table VI) for the
pure 4I =& transition. In the soft-pion limits, the am-
plitude should satisfy the relations:

f,'(A„Y,) =a, y, /(2'~'f, ),
f,'(K„Y;)=0.

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

The experimental results can be represented by Eq.
4.1a, and by a, g, =(0.468V +0.0006)x10 ' MeV. These
are plotted in Fig. 5. Equation 4.4b is satisfied quite
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FIG. 5. A plot of the 7 dependence (linear fit) for the pure
&I= & transition K &@2~3 with. extrapolations to the soft-pion
limits. The extrapolated amplitude is very nearly zero at
Y= Y&

——Y2, and is in excellent agreement with the 4I= 2 part of
the K 2~ amplitude if the Goldberger —Treiman relation is
used to calculate f, .
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TABLE VI. Expansion of the Zemach amplitudes for X —&3~.

Expansion of K—37r amp'. itude~

1(~)

1')
1(~)

1')
2

1
2

L

2

3
2

3
Y
3
2

5

2

5
2

7
2

fss = ~&3

f3~= a)3 Y

g3' ——a23 Y

g3 ——a25 Y

gg

g~ = wl37

~The amplitudes, g, of Zemach (1964) are quoted only in this
table, Sec. IV. C, and Sec. IV. D. They should not be confused
with the slope parameters, . g, of the Particle Data Group.

H. Comments on the quadratic energy dependence for
I| ~3m

The very close agreement between the linear term in
the K- 3n energy spectrum and the current algebra pre-
diction supports the view that this term arises "from
the structure of the weak interaction itself, and that the
final-state interaction among the pions is relatively un-
important" (Marshak et al. , 1969). From what we have
seen, this interpretation cannot be extended to the
quadratic terms. A number of explanations for this are
possible:

1. The apparent good agreement in Fig. 5 may be acci-
dental, and the soft-pion predictions should not be ex-
pected to be this good.

2. The experimental results for the quadratic terms
may be incorrect.

3. The electromagnetic corrections to the raw spectra
may be inadequate.

4. The quadratic energy dependence may be real, but
it may result from strong final-state interaction, i.e. ,
variations in. the phases which we assumed to be constant.

While we are biased against the first possibility, we see
no reliable basis for choosing amongst these alterna-
tives.

V. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

With the exceptions noted in Sec. III, there seems to
be reasonable consistency amongst a large number of
experimental measurements. The value of X' is about
1.5 per data point, which argues that the average sys-

closely. If the Goldberger -Treiman value of f, is used,
the consistency with Eq. 4.4a is at the 3% level! Using
an alternative approach, it is possible to compute f,
from the experimental data. The result is

f, = (119+3)MeV,

where the uncertainty has been expanded to reflect the
slight inconsistency in the extrapolation. This is clearly
in excellent agreement with the Goldberger -Treiman.
relation. .

If the results of the quadratic fit (Eq. 4.2a) are used,
the good agreement of Fig. 5 is destroyed.

tematic inconsistencies are of the same order as the
quoted uncertainties. The data definitely require the
presence of AI= —,

' amplitudes in both K- 2m and K- 3m

at the level of 3%—4% of the b,l= —,
' amplitude. No need

exists for amplitudes with AI= ~, —,' at the level of 1% of
the domina. nt amplitude. The linear term in the K- 3m

energy spectrum also requires a AI= —,
' contribution to

both final states, I= 1, 2, at the level of a few percent.
The linear fit to the K-3m amplitude for the pure AI
= —,

' transition is in agreement with the current a.lgebra
prediction within about 3%. The experimental data. seem
to require the presence of quadratic terms in the K- 3m

energy spectrum. The quadratic fits do not agree with
the current algebra predictions as well as the linear
fits.

It is always perilous to state that some particular sub-
ject of basic research is complete, and that no further
work is needed. We shall carefully avoid making such a
statement about the subject of this review. Nevertheless,
some remarks (which may be obvious to workers in this
area) are in order. The principal features of K-2m and
K- 3m are well established and measured. They fit into
a consistent picture within the framework of the weak
interactions. The smallness (or largeness) of the aI
= —, contribution may still be poorly understood, but it is
no longer an experimental problem. The AI = —'„+ terms
seem to be excluded at a level which is satisfactory for
the present. Nonlinear terms in the K- 37t spectrum are
not large, and if they exist, they can probably be ex-
pla, ined in a way. which does not disturb the overall con-
sistency. Unless some new theoretical insight arrives
to enlighten us, there are no "burning questions" left.

The experiments have been expensive in time, equip-
ment, and money. The recent, and more precise, ex-
periments have data samples up to several millions of
events, and the analyses alone have been difficult,
costly, and time-consuming. Further, these measure-
ments are subject to important corrections such as am-
biguous events, background subtractions, and detector
acceptance. We question, on general grounds, whether
or not these experiments have reached some practical
limit of precision with present techniques. Therefore,
we suggest that proposals for future experimental ef-
forts, even by-product experiments, should demonstrate
convincingly that significant improvements in precision
will be made, free of systematic error, and that these
improvements will address significant theoretical issues.
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1. K~2m

%e use the formalism and notation of Marshak, Hia-
zuddin, and Ryan (1969). The isospin structure of the
normalized s-wave two-pion states is given by

l~'m'& = lI = 2, I, = 1&,
lm'm &

= (-')'/'lo, 0& + (-,')'/'l 2, 0&,
l~'~'& = (-.')"lo, o& —(-,')"l2 o&

Next consider transition amplitudes between initial-state
kaons and final states of pure isotopic spin.

&I = nlII
(I= nlII
(I= 2lII

lK'& =a„e"~

lKO& = ave'6n

IK'& = a,'e'".
Here n=0, 2 and 5„ is the mm phase shift for I=n. CPT
invariance has been assumed. The resulting relations
are:

a (Kp 11"~-) —
(
—)1/2a ges60 ( )1/2a gei62

a (Ko ~0710) ( )1/2a e160 ( )1/2a e162

a(K0 110~0) ( )1/2a We&60+ (2)1/2 g l62

a(K'- 11'11')=a,'e". 2.

Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, ao, a„and a2 ampli-
tudes can be expressed in terms of the reduced ampli-
tudes (for isospin transitions AI= 2, —,', —', ) as follows:

1.//2a, = (-, ) a, /, ,
a, = (-,') '/'(a, /, + a,/, ),
a.' = (2)"(-'.a./. —a,/. ) ~

Assuming cI' invariance and using lKg = (2)'/2(lKO&
—lK'&), we find the squared transition amplitudes

IA, I'=l(2)'"a /. +(-')"(a,/+a )e*'"' '"I'
lA. l'=

l
(-')"a —(-')"(a + a )e'"' '" l'

lA„l'= 2[-,'a, /, -a,/, ]'.
The partial rate, I'y2 in sec for K 7Ty7T2 ls

c„A.„6 pg — . , -p d p d p, 327t'Mge~e2

r„= lA„l'c„@„/(s~'Iif,n),
where C» is a Coulomb correction, and @» is the
Lorentz-invariant phase-space volume

APPENDIX A. TRANSITION AMPLITUDES AND
PHYSICAL OBSERVABLES

The relationships between the physical observables and
the K- 2m and K- 37t transition amplitudes are discussed
in this appendix.

suggest a factor C»=n/(e" —1) where n = 2mq, q2o/v»,
n = 1/137, v» is the relative velocity of the pions and
q; =0, +1 is the pion charge. This yields

C, = 1.0235

Coo = C, 0
= 1.000 .

Other calculations of a radiative correction factor, 1
+ A~o, have been done (Abbud et al. , 1967; Belavin
and Narodetsky, 1968; Nachtmann, 1970). The results
vary, even in the sign of A, but all yield lARo l less
than a few percent. Since the uncertainties in C»Q»
are of the same order as the differences, we have as-
sumed C„Q, = Cop@00= C„Q„=1.31, the same for all
three processes, with an uncertainty of about 20/o.

2. K ~37t
Zemach (1964) has studied the symmetries to be ex-

pected in the amplitudes and energy dependence of var-
ious thr ee-pion f inal states. Given the restrictions dis-
cussed. in Sec. II.B, we expand the Zemach amplitudes
as shown in Table VI. We have separated the amplitudes
for the symmetric I= 1 final state from those of the
mixed-symmetry I= 1 state. Three phase differences
arise: that betw1een the two I= 1 states, ~py'y ~~ ~] and
the differences between the I= 2 (I = 3) and symmetric
I= 1 states, 5»=5, —5, (5»=5, —5,). It is then possible
to write the transition amplitudes for the various pro-
cesses as

= (+ + —
l
T

l
K'& = 2 (ni „+m „)+ (m 26+ m „)e"»

+ [—(a'„+a'„)e"&1+ (a'„+a'„)e"»] 1'

/ 2b' (1'2 /X2/3) / c~ (12 X2/3)e16M1

A„„=(00+lTlK'& = (m „+m„)—2(m„+m„)e""
—,- [(a'„+a'„)e" + (a'„+a'„)e*' ] 1'

+b'(X'/3+ r2/3)+c (1"-X'/3)e*'~,
AO„=(000

l
T lK', &= -3(m» —2m»)+ (3m» —4m»)e" »

—3b'(Y'+X'/3),
A, ,=(+ —olT le', &

= —(m„—2m „)—(—,')(3m2, —4m„)e' »
—(a'„—2a'„)1'e"11'

b'( 1'+ X' /)3—c'(Y' X'/3)e"»
In order to emphasize the dominance of Al = 2 terms and
to express the amplitudes in a manner more closely
related to the experimental data, we factor out leading
terms. The resulting amplitudes are of the form

&12= 5 (u -u, -u.) 4
=~p/~ .4 Pld P2

1 2

A,»=(123lT lg =a „,M„,[1+a»,l'+ b»2(r'+x2/3)

+ c„,(1'2 -X'/3)] .

Here, P is the momentum of either pion in the rest sys-
tem of the K. For the three processes under considera-
tion

= 1.3005,

$00= 1.3197,

$,0= 1.3055.

Final-state Coulomb interactions will modify the ef-
fective matrix element. Schiff (1955) and Dalitz (1956)

For individual processes the relationships are given in
Table VII. With appropriate factors for identical bosons,
the amplitudes can then be squared to give the prob-
ability densities

p„(x, 1') =2lM„ l']1+ 2R~, . 1"+ la, . I'1"

+ 2 Reb „(Y'+X2/3) + 2 Rec, , (1"—X'/3)],

p„,(X, y) = (-', ) lIif„, l'$1+ 2 Rea.„1 + la„, l'1"
+ 2 Reb 00, (Y2+ X2/3) + 2 Recpp, (1"—X'/3)),
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Moo+ =

000

mff [1 + mf3/mff —2e' f3(m35+ m37)/mff }

m„p. +m„/m„2e 6f3( „m„)/m„]
mf f [1 2mf3/mf f —e' f3 (m35 3 m37)/mf f ]

mff [1—2mf3/mff + -e'6f3(m35 —-m37)/mff]

aff ei6 I . o I I
[1 + af3/aff —(a&3 + a&5)e'~2/aff]

++

a' e"
aoo+ =

M [1 + a1$/a11+ (a2o + a25)e' 11/a111
00+

aooo —0

a+-0 a11e'o&1(l —2a1o/a11)/M+ o

= b'/br

o~ = b/Moo.

booo = b /'Mooo

b, ~ —-b/M, p

c = -c e'6&f/2M„
I

cp~ = c e&6~f/mpp,

cooo= 0

c+ 0
——c e' «/M+ p

TABI K VII. Amplitude coefticients for E —+ 3~. for each term in the expansion

1, =p, (0, 0)[I g, I +)1, I +)'o, I ]/(641T EM ),
where

I = II (X, Y)c»(X, Y)c»(x, Y)c»(X, Y)de,de, ,

andBp: 1 H, Y' B2 P and&, =~'. It is also useful
to calculate I, =I,+I,/3. Table IX gives these integrals
for each of the processes.

APPENDIX B. FITTING PROCEDURE

The least-squares fit was achieved by an iterative pro-
cedure which minimized the value of

~2 y P gA -] P

where

pooo(X Y) =(o)l~oool (1+2 Re~ooo(Y +X /3)}

p. .(x, Y)= l~, .I'(1+2R«, ,Y+ la, ,l'Y'

+ 2 Reb, o(Y'+X'/3) + 2 Rec, o(Y' -X'/3)) .
The experimental data are expressed in terms of the
PDG parameters

P,oo(xy Y) (1+ gazoo Y+)1 ~oo
Y' + tO~oox )

Table VIII relates these to the parameters in our ex-
pansion of the amplitudes.

The partial decay rates can be calculated as an inte-
gral over phase space with Coulomb corrections:

P„,(X, Y)c„(X,Y)c„(X,Y)c„(X,Y)
(2w)

54(p Q p )
d Pgd Pod P3

8& i.~23

The C;, are the Coulomb terms (as discussed in the two-
pion case) for each pair of pions. Mass differences
among the mesons give rise to substantial differences
in the phase-space volumes and in the effect of the slope
parameters g on the overall transition rates. The
original formulation by Dalitz (1956) included nonrela-
tivistic phase-space calculations and an estimate of the
Coulomb corrections. Various refinements have been
added since then: The relativistic calculation by Trill-
ing (1965); slope corrections (Devlin and Barshay,
1967; Devlin, 1968; Kenny, 1968), and finally a full
calculation of all these effects by Mast et al. (1969).

In order to incorporate these effects into a fitting
program it is useful to perform the integral explicitly

F; = F;(26 para. meters)

is the fitted value of the ith observable, y;& is the mea-
sured value of the ith observable measured in the kth
experiment. E;; is the variance matrix for the 0th ex-
periment. It was assumed that there are no correlations
between exper iments.

The program computed the values of the parameters,
the variance matrix G, , and the fitted values of the se-
lected observable quantities &;. It also used the variance
matrix to compute the uncertainties in these quantities,

The computed E's included not only those corres-
ponding to the input data, but also a number of others
potentially measurable. It was possible to fix any of the
parameters, and appropriate adjustments to the var-
iance matrix were made.

We have assumed the distribution of errors to be
purely Gaussian, even though the presence of syste-
matic errors makes it clear that this is not strictly true.
We have not scaled the errors, nor have we applied a
long-tailed error distribution as suggested in PDG,
1976. The central values and uncertainties of fitted
parameters can be changed slightly by such procedures,
but not significantly for our purposes. Nevertheless,
the presence of systematic errors does violate our as-
sumption, and this is reflected in the high values of X',
e.g. , X'/DF =240/160= 1.5. However, in the distribu-
tion of P()(', ) shown in Fig. 1, it can be seen that these
effects are not terribly bad.

Under such conditions, the standard y' tests of sig-
nificance cannot be used to test a specific hypothesis.
We have adopted an alternate procedure for testing any
given hypothesis, namely, performing the constrained

YABI K VIII. Probability density coefficients used by the PDO written in terms of the
E —+ 3~ transition amplitudes.

Final
state

00+

000

+-0

2 Rea,
2 Reaoo,

Rea. -o

l a lo+ 2 Be(b„+c„)
oo. l' + 2 ae (boo + 'oo.

2 Rebooo

o I + 2 He(b, o+ c„o}

(~ )Re(b„—c„)
(-)Re(bpp cpp )

3

(-, )Rebooo

(2 }Re{b,0
—c,&)

3
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Z O- ~o~o~o
2

TABLE IX. Integrals over phase space of terms in the expansion of K 37r amplitudes. ~

Z '-- ~0~0~' zo-~ ~-~o
2

I, (GeV')
I, (GeV')
I, (GeV~)
r3 (GeV2)
r, (GeV')
I (GeV )

1.621.x 10-3
0.017 x ] 0-3

0.600 x 10-3
1.821 x 10-~
1.206 x 10 3

-0.008 x 10 3

1.955
-0.193

0,908
2.769
1.831

-0.015

x ]0-~
x 10-'
x 10&
x 10-'
x 10-3
x 10&

1.993 x 10-3
0„188x 10&
0.968 x 10-'
2.720 x ] 0&
1.875 x 10-3
0.061 x 10&

2,353 x 10
0.0
1.336 x 10~
4.003 x ]0
2.670 x 10~
0.0

Errors due to numerical integration are of order 0.002 x 10@ GeV .

fit with and without the hypothesis and judging the re-
sults on the basis of the change in y'. Fortunately, in
the fits considered in this paper, this naive procedure
works. The comparisons split rather nicely into two
groups: those with ay'/ADF»10, and those with
bX'/ADI' & 10. Thus fairly clear conclusions can be
drawn.

For individual quantities, where experiments disagree,
PDG, 1976 scales the statistical uncertainties by a fac-
tor S =@'X'/(N —1), where N is the number of experi-
ments. %e have not done this, and some uncertainties
will appear differently. For example, PDQ, 1976 lists
the K lifetime as (1.2371~ 0.0026) x 10 ' sec(S = 1.9),
whereas our fit yields (1.2373~ 0.0013)x 10 ' sec. The
apparent discrepancy is simply a. matter of interpre-
tation. %hen a particular result is determined almost
entirely by precise experiments which disagree, as is
the case for the K' lifetime, then the procedure of
PDG, 1976 is probably safest. When the constrained
fit yields uncertainties substantially better than the
raw data, then the reader must exercise judgment about
which result is most trustworthy.
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